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ALTERNATE SUBCULTURE

AFTER I READ FRONT TO BACK THE
October 2002 SUNSTONE, a long-term

gnawing suspicion was confirmed in my
mind as fact: Sunstone—the magazine, its
supporters, symposiums, and direct attempts
to explore “Mormon experience, scholarship,
issues, and art”—is but a liberal mirror of the
conservative LDS experience. Further, it
seems to be mainly supported by socially dis-
affected and/or frustrated people who, either
through some sort of doctrinal grind or re-
sentment at not being called to leadership,
really just want to belong. In other words, if a
person cannot be one of the elect, he or she
should join or form a subculture that essen-
tially mirrors what the elect are doing and
call it “alternative but holy.” 

To wit, 12.5 percent of the October issue’s
eighty pages are dedicated to some sort of ad-
ministrative cause (“We have some ward
business to conduct.”). 25 percent (twenty
pages) are dedicated to praise of stalwart peo-
ple who had contributed greatly to the
Sunstone cause. (Sounds like stake confer-
ence to me.) 31.5 percent, (twenty-five
pages) are dedicated to LDS culture or the arts
(just like 31.5 percent of our buildings are
made up by cultural halls, kitchens, and craft
cabinets). And 17.5 percent (fourteen pages)
consist of people touting their particular pet
gospel hobby (about the same percentage of
time people take in Gospel Doctrine class to
do the same). Only 5 percent of the pages are
geared toward actual testimony (in a round-
about, travel-log kinda way—which is very
much like a traditional Sunday testimony
these days), and only 2.5 percent (pages 27
and 80) actually deal with real doctrine or the

words of prophets. In the end, in my opinion,
only 3.75 percent, the article by Jim Sawyer
on pages 60–62, is true to the SUNSTONE I
have come to love, which coincidentally (or
not) is about the same percentage of love I
have left for the Church as a whole since my
youth. What a shame. What a damn shame.

SHAWN MCCRANEY
Huntington Beach, CA 

RACIAL CATCH-22

AS SOMEONE WHO HAS LONG BEEN
interested in the issue of race relations in

the Church, I’ve enjoyed the new Darron
Smith-edited column, “The Long-Promised
Day?” in the July and October issues. I have
also attended sessions Smith presented this
past year on “whiteness theory,” and I believe
we as a Church can learn much from it and
from Smith. Although the Church has had
many scholars who have been willing to
stand up and question Church racism and
racial dilemmas, until now, they have all
been white. I am relieved that Smith is in the
Church trying to help us correct mistakes
and improve ourselves.

Still, I have a few concerns with this col-
umn so far and Smith’s presentations. First,
I’ve heard Smith and his columnists call for
open dialogue and discussion, but I can’t
help but wonder what kind of dialogue inter-
ests them. Are they prepared for dialogue
that includes criticism of whiteness theory?
Are they open to dialogue that challenges the
scope of the whiteness lens? So far, both
columns have done little more than have
white people admit that they’re racists (al-
though recovering ones). And while I en-
joyed reading the personal journeys of Jay
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graphics in general, nor why currently no
African-Americans are in these positions.
Whiteness theory alone cannot explain the
complex, socio-economic conditions in our
country.

I believe Darron Smith has great potential
as a leader and spokesperson in the Church
on issues of race, and I applaud SUNSTONE
for encouraging his work. However, I believe
he needs to put aside whiteness theory (it is
called a “theory” for a reason, after all) and
focus on real people in pragmatic ways. 

I look forward to future columns and
hope they can expand to include more per-
sonal stories and more efforts at educating
Church members beyond just how they are
subconsciously racist. For example, what
approaches can we Church members take
to dispel the folklore about pre-existence
unworthiness of blacks or how they fall un-
der the curse of Cain that continues to exist
in the Church? When confronted with this
folklore, how do African-American mem-
bers of the Church respond, especially
when much of the folklore has been pro-
moted by past General Authorities? What
positive experiences have African-
Americans had in the Church? What is the
Church doing right in areas of race that it
ought to continue? What are some specific
things the Church and its members need to
do to improve?

JAKE PEDERSEN
Phoenix, Arizona
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Stirling and Joy Smith (Smith’s student and
Smith’s wife), both seemed to mirror the
whiteness jargon and Smith’s frequent
rhetoric that the first step all white people
must take is to own up to the ways their
whiteness has affected their worldview.

This is where the Catch-22 of whiteness
theory comes in. It seems to have a built-in
fail-safe—one very similar to the one the
Mormon Church uses. We are to believe that
the Church is the one true Church. And since
it’s the one true Church, we cannot question
it, otherwise we’ll be losing faith in the one
true Church. This creates a trap, keeping
many members from daring to examine
things and find out if they really are in the
“one true Church.” Whiteness theory appears
to have a similar trap. If a white person ob-
jects to or criticizes whiteness theory, they
will simply be labeled racist and their ideas
dismissed. In fact, such persons will simply
be seen as further evidence for the truth of
whiteness theory. This very real possibility
could stifle healthy discussion. Smith can
read this letter as one person’s opinion and
take away from it whatever he chooses. Or he
can pass it off as racist and therefore unwor-
thy of his attention.

While I see many, many insightful things
in whiteness theory, it is not an all encom-
passing explanation for racism in life or the
Church. Whiteness theory alone does not ex-
plain why the racial profiles of General
Authorities do not match Church demo-
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